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ABSTRACT 

Academics belonging to the IMP group and the service school of marketing initially launched the ongoing debate on 
whether the traditional ''marketing mix" or "4 P's" model is outdated, incomplete, insufficient and/or limited. Most of these authors 
conclude that the 4 P's model (even with a relationship dimension added to it) is inadequate and contend that the discipline needs 
some kind of"post marketing mix" model. Some recommend as a solution a "paradigmatic shift in marketing," from transaction 
marketing towards relationship marketing. In other words, to move the domain of marketing from exchange transactions to 
exchange relationships. Others suggest building a "marketing continuum" in which both types of exchanges co-exist. In this 
continuum, however, each type of exchange is restricted either to a particular product/service category, to specific types of 
customers, or to certain characteristics that are assumed to be intrinsically related to either of them (atomistic, frequency, etc.). 

The shift and the categorization approaches are correct, in so far that the marketing mix model is too limited to deal with 
all exchange situations. However, several studies show that in many markets, the process that actually takes place is one of 
coexistence of various exchange situations rather than the application of one or the other. This would emphasize the role of actors 
and their perceptions during their choice of exchange paradigm, vis-a-vis the context and/or product service and/or type of client 
served. 

As Hunt (1990) stated, "all theory and research efforts have underlying philosophical foundations ... much marketing 
research seems implicitly to assume a realistic perspective [which seeks] ... to improve our perceptual processes, separate illusion 
from reality, and thereby generate the most accurate possible description and understanding of the world (italics added)." Both the 
shift and spectrum approaches set the emphasis on the world (in the former case, changes occurring in the marketplace structure, 
and in the latter, characteristics of the product/service) and neglect the role that the actors (buyers and sellers) and their perceptions 
play in interpreting the environment. 

In this paper I do not adopt any school of relativism perspective, which would lead to a nihilistic position. Instead, I point 
out that the previous solutions overemphasize the "concrete" side of the equation. I also argue that the actors' conceptual 
frameworks (theories, paradigms, world views) affect the exchange process. Thus, in this paper, I propose that firms need to 
analyze the value perception each actor seeks or offers of the exchange process and how that perception relates to each actor's 
choice of the exchange paradigm. I also recommend a shift of the center of analyses from exchange relationships or transactions 
to exchange situations that result from the actors' exchange paradigms. Thus, I take a dyadic perspective. 

My central objective in this paper is to propose a "classification schemata" based on the actors' exchange paradigms that 
can serve as a road map to guide the theoretical efforts of others. Accordingly, I contend that exchange situations can be of a 
transaction, relationship, or hybrid nature. Only when the marketing manager knows the exchange situation, can he or she define 
the appropriate marketing model that allows the selling firm to serve its clients better. I also seek to show those exchange 
paradigms and consequently exchange situations are not market specific. On the contrary, in most industrial, consumer or service 
markets both paradigms co-exist. 

I begin this paper examining the current exchange paradigms. Second, I analyze the aspects that influence the actor's 
choice of exchange paradigm, specifically, the evolution of the interaction between context and the actor's interpreting model of the 
environment. Next, I explore the theme of value perception and try to understand how actors' different need structures and offer 
structures lead to their choice of different exchange paradigms. Finally, I define the four exchange situations. 
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